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Welcome to Fresh Coast 2022!

We are proud to host the Fresh Coast Games as part
of the Fresh Coast Fitness Festival at Pere Marquette
Beach.  The City of Muskegon has granted us
permission to use hundreds of feet of beach to throw
the biggest fitness party in Michigan!  620 Athletes
will be making the trip to enjoy sun, sand and burpees
with us and we couldn't be more excited!  This packet
contains lots of valuable information so please be sure
to browse It completely. 

This year’s 2022 event is slated for two days:
          Saturday, July 16
          Sunday, July 17

Location:
          Pere Marquette Park
          3510 Channel Dr, Muskegon, MI 49441
Contact:
             team@muskegoncrossfit.com
           Russell Mock - 2316709211

welcome letter
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

7AM - REGISTRATION OPENS 

7:40 AM - ATHLETE WELCOME + NATIONAL ANTHEM

8AM - WOD 1 BEGINS
 

MENS HEATS - 8:00 / 8:10 / 8:20 / 8:30
 

WOMENS HEATS - 8:50 / 9:00 / 9:10

10AM - WOD 2+3 BEGINS
 

MENS HEATS - 10:00 / 10:30 / 11:00 / 11:30
 

WOMENS HEATS - 12:10 / 12:40 / 1:10

2PM - WOD 4 BEGINS
 

MENS HEATS - 2:00 / 2:25 / 2:50 / 3:15
 

WOMENS HEATS - 3:45 / 4:10 / 4:35

5:15PM - AWARDS CEREMONY
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DESCRIPTION: 
Each heat will start with all three teammates running across the timing mat

and proceeding to the feed sack pickup spot.
 

Each athlete will collect their feed sack and continue down the beach until
they reach the feed sack turnaround pylon, at which point they will head back

towards the arena.
 

After athletes drop off the feed sack at the designated drop off spot, they will
proceed towards the water. Athletes will run/swim out around the right side

of the first white buoy, where they will then take a left and swim parallel with
the shore.

 
Once they reach the final white buoy, they will continue around the right side

of that buoy, turn left and swim/run to shore.
 

Once out of the water, athletes will run the same path that they used for the
feed sack run. Athletes will run past the feed sack turnaround pylon until they

reach the runner turnaround pylon where they will turn back towards the
arena.

 
Athletes will sprint to the finish and cross the finish line mat to complete the

workout. A teams score is the total time of all three athletes.
 

Teammates are not expected to run together as the score is your separate
times combined.

 
Example: A1:27:05 + A2:29:15 + A3:31:30 = 87:50 TOTAL
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WOD 1
HOFF'S REVENGE

FOR TOTAL TIME: (combined score) 
1600M Run w/Feed Sack (30#)

200M SWIM
1400M RUN

 



WOD 2
CJ PARKER COMPLEX

8 MINUTES: (Combined total load) 
1 Clean

+
1 Hang Clean 

+
1 Front Squat

+
1 Shoulder to Overhead

 

*cleans may be performed power or squat
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DESCRIPTION: 
The CJ Parker Complex begins with an empty barbell on the platform.

All three athletes take turns building up to a max load of the barbell complex.
The complex begins with a Clean from the ground. Athletes may perform a squat or power
version of the clean and must show control at the top of the lift before lowering the bar for

the next movement.
The Hang Clean must be performed from the knee or above (High Hang is permitted) and
may be performed as a squat or power version of the lift. After showing full control and a

fully stood-up position, athletes may proceed to the next movement.
The Front Squat must be performed to full depth with the hip crease below the knees before
standing the weight up to a locked-out position before proceeding to the next movement.

The final movement is Shoulder To Overhead which may be completed as a Strict Press,
Push Press or Jerk. The lift is complete when the athlete fully standing with the barbell

locked out overhead and showing full control with feet back under the hips. 
*Athletes must declare weight on the bar and confirm with the judge before adjusting

weight for the next lift/athlete.
*Athletes may increase or decrease weight on the bar as they wish.

*Athletes must complete the lift entirely on the platform, no stepping off of the platform,
and the bar must be returned to the platform. Wait for your judge to give you a hand signal

or a verbal ‘DOWN’ or ‘GOOD’ call before lowering the bar.
*An athlete may finish the complex as long as they have lifted the bar off the ground prior

to time reaching 0:00.
*Athletes are expected to keep a tidy platform to ensure the safety of fellow athletes and

judges. A broom will be provided at each platform.
*Athletes are not permitted to use lifting straps of any kind or grips during the complex.

*It is important that the team captain checks the score sheet and signs off on totals from
workout 2 prior to starting workout 3.



WOD 3
PIER PRESSURE
10 MINUTE AMRAP:

10 Box Jump Over 24/20"
8 T2B

6 Hang Clusters 115/85
*one athlete is accumulating calories on the rower for

the entirety of the AMRAP.
*INT 95/65 / Intermediate athletes will be able to tag

in and out on the relay portion as needed.
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DESCRIPTION: 
The workout begins with one athlete starting on the rower and the other two standing with

hands in contact with their lane marker. When the clock starts athlete 1 is permitted to
begin rowing, athlete 2 is allowed to make their way to the box to begin the first round

while athlete 3 stays at the lane marker. Athlete 2 begins their leg of the relay with 10 Box
Jump Overs which can be completed facing or lateral. Two feet must make contact at the
top of the box but athletes do not need to stand up completely. The next movement is the
Toes 2 Bar (T2B). Athletes are permitted to use the provided rig steps to reach the bar but
must start from a completely hanging position. T2B standards include both feet touching

the pull-up bar simultaneously and between the athletes hands. The athlete must pass
through a fully extended hang position at the bottom of each rep. The final movement of

the relay is a Hang Cluster. Athletes begin by deadlifting the bar to full extension, then
performing some sort of hinge to complete a hang clean. The hang clean can be performed

directly into the squat or may be performed as a power clean followed by a squat. As the
athlete stands up out of the squat they will press the bar overhead to complete a Thruster.
Jerks are not permitted to complete the Thruster rep. Once athlete 2 completes a full round
of the relay they run to their lane maker and touch it which releases athlete 3 to start their

round. Athletes may swap in and out of the rower as you wish and no minimum requirement
of rowing or rounds are in place.

 
*Intermediate movement Standards:

The intermediate division is allowed to tag in and out as they wish to complete rounds of
the amrap but the non working athlete must stay at the lane marker and be tagged in by
their teammate in order to switch. EX: athlete one could perform the Box Jump Overs and

T2B and then opt to tag in their partner to complete the Hang Clusters. 
Box Step-Up & Overs are permitted in place of box jump overs. Athletes must stand up to
full extension at the top of each box step-up with both feet in contact with the top of the

box before stepping over to the opposite side.



WOD 4
SLOW-MO OR GO

FOR TIME:
15/10 Ring Muscle-Ups 
30 Worm C&J 210/170 

15/10 Ring Muscle-Ups 
40 Synchro Lateral Burpee Over Worm 

15/10 Ring Muscle-Ups 
50ft Worm Lunge.
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DESCRIPTION: 
The workout begins with all three athletes standing at the end of their lane together.

Athletes proceed together to the rig where they take turns completing the RMU/Pull-Ups,
switching as they wish. Ring Muscle-Ups are to be performed to CF Open standards showing
control at the top of each dip out, push away dips or fall away dips will be deemed no reps.
Intermediate division Pull-ups will be kipping or strict chin over bar pull-ups that start with
the athlete in a fully extended hanging position. The worm will be placed just a few steps

from the rig in each teams lane where they will work together to complete Worm
Clean&Jerks. Worm Clean and Jerks require each rep to start with worm on or touching the
ground, cleaned to each athletes shoulder and then passed over the head. Full extension at
the top of the 'Jerk' or 'Press' does not need to be met, the worm just needs to pass over the

athletes head with minimal ducking under. Any odd movements here will be counted good or
bad at the discretion of the judge. Once all C&J reps are completed another set of RMU/Pull-

Ups awaits them. Teams then perform Synchro Lateral Burpee Over Worms. Teams are
instructed to perform these with two athletes on one side of the worm facing each other (so
sand isn't kicked in teammates face) and the third athlete on the opposite side of the worm.

Burpees start with all three athletes sprawling to the ground so that hips and chest touch
the ground. Athletes then jump or step their feet back to their hands and then have the
option of jumping or stepping over the worm. Athletes MUST pass over the worm when

completing the jump/step-over. After the third and final set of RMU/Pull-Ups teams move
back to the worm in order to complete a final march of 50ft Worm Lunges. Each lunge rep

must be completed in sync and all three athletes must show control and full extension at the
top before starting the next rep. The lunges are complete when ALL 3 athletes cross the

finish line and show control at the top of the final lunge rep. The workout ends when any of
the athletes touch the provided lane marker. 



HEAT/LANE ASSIGNMENTS
Mens heats will be first this year.  Heat times to be released
soon!  You can check back here for updated heat times once
those have been released. 
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LANE HEAT 1 HEAT 2 HEAT 3 HEAT 4

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     
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MENS RX 
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WOMENS RX 
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REGISTRATION / BRIEFING

 Registration starts at 7 am. Please arrive early enough before your heat
starts to ensure this is taken care of in a timely fashion. If your team is
not prepared, we will start without you.
 ALL 3 ATHLETES MUST BE PRESENT to check in as we will be numbering the
athletes this year for the run.
 You will need to wear your athlete wrist band which will be given to you,
to allow entry and exit to the event
Athletes will have chip timers in their registration bag which need to be
worn for WOD 1 and returned at the finish line.  The number on the chip
should match the number written on the athlete.
 Make sure you have paid for your parking - they will ticket you.
 Please refer to event map for the location of athlete registration. It is not
the "main gate", that is strictly for exit/entrance AFTER you have
checked in and for spectators. It is further west towards the pier, as seen
on the site map.

TEAM REGISTRATION 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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 This year, we will not be doing a large overall athlete briefing, as we are starting right
at 8am. If you have questions, please e-mail, message, or DM them to FreshCoast and
we will try our best to put out a document or facebook post answering all questions
for each WOD.
 Teams are required to meet at the 'Athlete Corral' area 10 MINUTES prior to their heat
start time.  Here we will give last minute Instructions as well as field any questions
regarding standards or things of that nature.
 Please keep questions for your judge to a minimum as those things should be covered
at the athlete corral briefing.  This will allow for quicker transitions between heats.
Please DO NOT ARGUE WITH OUR VOLUNTEER JUDGES. They have been briefed, they
know the standards and will hold you to them. They are taking their own personal
time to help deliver you a great outdoor competition experience. We will have a head
judge walking around during the event - if you think there is an issue with the judging,
please call over the head judge who can then make an adjustment call if needed.

ATHLETE BRIEFING
1.

2.

3.

4.



MAP
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VENUE AMENITIES
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We strive to make Fresh Coast bigger and badder every year!  Review
the following so that you know your way around and look like a

veteran Fresh Coaster instead of that newb who sets up their tent next
to the bathrooms ;)

EVENT HEADQUARTERS
-A large tent (20X20) will be set up on site as our Event HQ.

Contains:
First Aid / Medical

Scoring
Lost & Found

Hydration Station
A water fill station will be available to all athletes/spectators located

near the bathrooms/changing cabanas

TEAM CAMPING AREA
-We encourage teams to bring their own pop-up canopy tents to help

keep cool and out of the sun
BEACH RULE: No dogs allowed on this public beach. While we love your

furry friends, they are not allowed on the premises.
-Garbage Cans will be placed throughout the event and we ask that
you help us keep our beautiful beach clean by tossing any trash you

make into the cans :)
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Bathrooms Areas
We will have Port-O-Johns on site with Hand Washing stations, thanks to our

wonderful friends from Great Lakes Sewer and Septic.
 

 

 

 

 

 

There are also public bathrooms a quick walk away outside of the event grounds.

 

Changing Areas
There will be changing cabanas on site for athletes to conveniently and discreetly 

change clothes as needed.  We will be outfitting these with a few convenience items

such as SPF, wet wipes, and other necessities.  
 

 

 

Straw Hats, Socks, Patches and more...

Check out the FCG Store and grab yourself some FCG branded swag!!

Cash or Credit is welcome
 

Event Beach Towels $20.00

Thumb Tape $2.00

Socks $8.00

Straw Hats $20.00 (limited quantity)

Event Shirts $20.00

Recovery Drinks $3.00 (O2, Fitaid, Killcliff)

Icee Pops $1.00

Water Bottles $1.00

FCG STORE



Parking
Parking is located all along the beachfront and in front of The Deck restaurant.  The City parking fee is

$10 for the day, 

or 20$ for a year long pass - so please carpool if able, or consider the year pass if you think you will be

back to visit our beautiful beach more than once!

Spectator Entrance Fee
We warmly welcome any and all spectators to come cheer on their friends and family. New this year we 

are instituting a $5 admission fee for all adult spectators (18 & Up). This has been put in place as we have 

fenced off our event to help protect our athlete's space, and prevent over use of the bathrooms from

the public.

Inside there will be a water fill station for all to use, and activities such as Bags (Corn hole), spike ball, 

and more. Upon entering at the main gate all spectators will be given a wristband to allow exit and re-

entry. 

Athletes will be given a different colored wristband at registration. 

Admission can also be paid for with cash at the main gate.

PURCHASES SPECTATOR PASSES at the following Link
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PURCHASE SPECTATOR PASSES

*If you are an athlete competing on Sunday but plan to spectate on Saturday, pick
up your athlete wristband at the registration table. 

https://www.freshcoastfitnessfestival.com/spectator-tickets


GYM VIP AREA
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The two gyms that registered the

most teams on each day respectively

will enjoy a prime spot on the beach

outfitted with two Canopy Tents, two

Hammocks and Adirondack chairs for

lounging, and a cooler full of ice

cold Recovery Drinks.

Thank You Bowen Hoogstra for Sponsoring this great feature

SATURDAY

TBA
 

SUNDAY

TBA

WARM-UP AREA
Thank you HYBRIDAF for sponsoring the warm-up area!

Platforms and a rig will be available so please share time on it with others.
You will find a few sets of X-Over Extreme Bands (By FITCORD) attached to the

warm-up rig to help you prepare for the workouts



EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
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We are proud to bring @flsportsguy to Fresh Coast Games again this year to capture your

team’s efforts on the beach.  Michael is a professional event photographer who shoots

for CrossFit Games, Wodapalooza and Semi-final events such as Mid Atlantic CrossFit

Challenge, Granite Games and West Coast Classic.  Be sure to follow him on Instagram and

you just might see yourself featured on his gram :)

https://www.flsportsguy.com

EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY
We are again excited to bring back A. Beson Media who has shot all of our WOD previews,

promo material, and will be making you all look amazing in the post event highlight videos.

Please follow and support @aaronbesionmedia and give him a high five on the beach for

all the awesome work he has done.

https://www.aaronbesonmedia.com/



We train to stay fit and HEALTHY!  We compete to make memories with friends!

Our goal is to do everything we can to make our event memorable and more importantly safe for everyone

who attends.  The following are protocols and actions that we have taken to ensure our athletes,

spectators and volunteers remain safe during Fresh Coast Games 2022.

 

Competition Floor:
-Available to athletes will be a caddy stocked with: Disinfectant Spray, cloths, hand sanitizer

-Athletes are welcome to wipe down equipment prior to their heat if they so choose

-There will be barriers between the competition floor and spectators

-Teams will be required to check-in to the team corrals 10 minutes prior to their heat

(this will keep the competition floor much more organized and minimize traffic)

 

Festival Grounds:
-The competition will be fenced in this year to ensure less foot traffic from the general public, as well as

preventing the public from using the restrooms reducing lines and waste.

-Hand Washing Stations will be provided near the Port-O-Jons

-We have built hand sanitizer stations to be placed throughout the grounds for easy/quick access. 

-We have plenty of beach for you to spread out on when choosing a spot for your pop-up tent and base

camp, please be respectful of each others space and needs

-we encourage you to approach our headquarters with any concerns that are not addressed or arise the

day of competition

 

First Aid:
-We will have a first aid tent available for any concerns, no matter how big or small. We are limited in

what we can treat as we are off site, so please be understanding if we feel the need to call for extra

help if a more serious situation presents itself.

HEALTHY COMPETITION
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SPONSORS
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THANK YOU


